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POWER IS WHERE
YOU TAKE IT
CREATING CITIES AND CHARACTERS FOR POLITICAL INTRIGUE CAMPAIGNS

by Sally Tamarkin

“[Cities] are not like suburbs, only
denser. They differ from towns
and suburbs in basic ways, and
one of these is that cities are, by
definition, full of strangers.”
—Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life
of Great American Cities

T

his quote elegantly captures why I love cities
so much—and, more importantly for this article, why I think they’re the perfect setting for
telling stories about political intrigue. Before I
get to that, let me say this first: campaigns about political intrigue can be tricky, mainly because when it comes
to getting players (and their characters) invested, such
campaigns tend to lack the do-this-and-save-the-worldplease quality of traditional arcs and campaigns. Those
campaigns have the advantage of immediately setting the
stakes sky-high, which means that players know their
characters will get to be heroes or die trying—two very
cool outcomes.
Stories of political intrigue tend to be smaller and are,
by definition, quieter since intrigue basically means “engaging in secret schemes.” In fact, the characters might
want to ensure that no one ever discovers they were involved at all! The good news is that political intrigue campaigns are all about mystery and discovery, about keeping
and telling secrets, and about using your wits (and, okay,
maybe your blade) to get what you want—which means
that with some thoughtful design, they can be thrilling
and fun.

This is where cities come in. Cities are, as the quote
above says, full of strangers, which makes them the perfect place to tell stories about all kinds of NPCs and factions plotting, in secret, to take what they want—money
or territory, or maybe power, influence, or control. And if
you build your city around these NPCs, it will feel alive
and lived-in, a place where people scheme secretly, where
a thieves’ guild works with a city leader to shake down the
local nobles; where the mayor is in cahoots with a local
religious leader for some dark purpose; where the head of
the city watch is conspiring with an artificer from the local
tinkerer’s guild to make illegal magic weapons.
On a more practical level, any city—real or fictional—
has the building blocks of a political intrigue campaign.
First, cities are densely populated with residents of various backgrounds and livelihoods, whose lives are intertwined through work, proximity, romance, shared interest, rivalries, and so on. Second, cities have a system of
governance—an entity that holds (and generally seeks to
maintain) state power, which of course means there are
people or groups that seek to take away that power. Finally, cities are home to various factions competing for
attention, control, and influence. Sometimes this takes the
form of competition for some kind of officially recognized
or “legitimate” power, as with elections, labor disputes,
or matters of succession. Other times, the power that is
sought is informal or perhaps even criminal—maybe two
thieves’ guilds fighting over territory, a religious leader
seeking to influence local law using bribery, or a city leader using their station to illegally accumulate wealth.
This article includes a step-by-step guide to creating
and developing a city perfect for a political intrigue campaign. It also provides backgrounds to help players create
characters who are already part of a city’s political life,
involved in or connected to the ongoing struggles over
power and influence.
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and also gave me a few plot seeds—which means I already
have some ideas for how to develop these factions and
how I might get the PCs involved.
For Woodbridge, based on what we built above, my
next steps are fleshing out the mayor, the four-member
council of alders, the two thieves’ guilds, the church, the
weekly newspaper, and the college. (Of course there will
be other factions and NPCs to flesh out, which you can do
now, discover during play, or some combo). Also, you’ll
notice that as you develop your important factions and
NPCs you’ll necessarily begin doing some broader wordbuilding. To begin with, here’s what it would look like to
flesh out the mayor and the thieves’ guilds.

Mayor

When the mayor was elected, he was a member of the
Temple of the Prophet (like many residents of Woodbridge), but only nominally. However, over the four
years he’s been in office, he’s become extremely pious and
brought the head cleric of the temple into his inner circle.
Some say the cleric (another NPC to flesh out!) has some
kind of hold over the mayor, but that’s just a rumor. Either way, the mayor has been trying to work some of the
strictures of his church into municipal law. The mayor’s
other goal is to finish his ten-year term in good stead with
the nobles of Woodbridge so he will be reelected. He is
currently serving the fourth year of his first term.
The mayor’s power is significant, but not absolute. He
can approve or reject laws proposed by the alders, adjust
taxes, and declare holidays. He appoints the city judge,
and the head of the city watch also answers to him. If a
state of emergency is declared, the mayor can generate
and pass laws; otherwise, it’s the alders who write and
propose legislation. The mayor is almost never seen in
public without his bodyguard, a burly half-orc whom we
can flesh out later.

The Whispering Blade

This assassins’ guild is known as the Blade of Woodbridge. They have a protection racket in the Fresh Water, which is the area of the city that is home to fisheries,
warehouses, and processing facilities for the many businesses who harvest the river’s bounty. They operate out
of a tavern in this neighborhood called The Floppy Trout.
The Blade’s goals are to protect their territory and to keep
their business model viable by disposing of any threats or
nosy individuals.

The Kate and Ken

This thieves’ guild is led by a three-person team called
the High Pennyweighters. This guild’s specialty is breaking into homes of nobles, stealing their valuables, and replacing them with well-made but worthless forgeries. To
accomplish this, they have a deal with a few artisans in

town (jewelry makers, coin forgers, smiths) who get a cut
of the profits from the sale of the stolen goods. The Kate
and Ken operates out of the basement of a pawn shop in
the Spit.
If you ever get stuck building out these factions, ask
yourself these questions:
• What kind of power does this faction have?
• What is the source of its power?
• Who in your city is impacted if this faction gains or
loses power?
• What people or entities would like for this faction to
have less power?

Part III: Plot Seeds

The following plot seeds are some ideas to get you started with political intrigue in your city. I built them with
Woodbridge in mind, but I also designed them to be modular, which means that you should be able to change the
details and use them for your city. If they call for a faction, setting, or other feature that doesn’t exist in your
city, simply swap it out for something your city does have;
they’re meant to be open-ended so you can take the stories
in whatever direction works for your table.

Assassination Escalation

For three months in a row, on the very first night of the
new moon, a resident of the city has been murdered. It’s
clearly the work of a skilled assassin. The Whispering
Blade denies involvement, but there are certain characteristics of each murder scene that make it clear a professional is involved, so they must know something. Right?
This campaign arc begins the morning after the third victim was discovered, and their identity confirms the rumor
that’s been circulating since the second murder—all the
victims were outspoken critics of the mayor. The city’s
newspaper, The Shining Light, published a special early
morning edition that reports the third assassination and,
controversially, suggests the mayor’s silence on the murders is suspicious.

This Spells Disaster

The mayor is away brokering a trade deal when a natural
disaster strikes. The city is plunged into chaos; fisheries
and boats are destroyed, livestock are killed, the river is
flooding, and the city’s well water is tainted. The council of alders, who’ve been running the city in the mayor’s
stead, struggles to maintain law and order, which means
it’s the perfect opportunity for someone to grab power. In
fact, was this disaster natural after all? Or might it have
been brought about intentionally using magic? Three
of the city’s factions (the city watch, the Temple of the
Prophet, and the Whispering Blade) vie for control while
the city’s journalists at The Shining Light attempt to uncover the truth about the “natural” disaster.
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Sleep No More

An insomnia epidemic is sweeping through Woodbridge
with devastating consequences. Only the wealthy residents
of Bankside have contracted it so far, but city officials are
not sure how they got it or whether it’s contagious. After a
few days of being unable to sleep, victims become irritable
and confused. A few days after that, they become delirious and fall into a coma. Those who can afford expensive
care with rare herbs or treatments from the city’s healer
do find some relief, but no one has managed to find a
cure. If the characters investigate, they soon discover that
the only thing those who are ill have in common (besides
their social class and where they live) is that they’ve all
recently purchased home decor by a local artisan named
Maguff—who is known not only for his beautiful work
but also because he seems to be on collegial terms with
some members of the Kate and Ken.

Political Intrigue
Backgrounds
The following backgrounds are made for characters in
political intrigue campaigns, though your GM may allow
you to use them in other games. Because this content deals
with how people are impacted by shifts in power, some details might remind you of real life and hit closer to home
than material in the core rules. So, before you fully flesh
out your characters using these backgrounds, make sure
everyone at your table is in agreement about the kinds of
themes you’ll be exploring in play and the extent to which
the real world is reflected in your campaign.
Remember that when you pull from real life—especially
recent events—you risk inhabiting characters reminiscent
of real people who have harmed others or telling stories
that are uncomfortable or even re-traumatizing for your
group. Use your session zero to share your ideas and ask
for input from your fellow players and GM.
Please don’t use these backgrounds to tell stories about
fascists, bigots, right-wing insurrectionists, or violent
xenophobes. These backgrounds should be used to play
with and explore the nature of power, and how power can
shift between those “in charge” and those who are subject
to the whims and machinations of the authorities.

Safety Tools

Before getting started, I recommend looking over the
following resources, which are some of my favorites for
setting boundaries and calibrating expectations for the
campaign to come. Safety at the table can include using
an X-card and determining lines and veils ahead of time,
but it also includes discussing and agreeing on what kind
of tone the game will have, what kinds of conflicts will be
explored, what constitutes acceptable play, what players
can expect from the GM and vice versa, and so on. The
tools below guide you through those discussions and decisions as a group.
• RPG safety tools: These tools include the X-Card
(developed by John Stavropoulos), lines/veils, and more.
• RPG Consent checklist, from the TTRPG Safety Toolkit,
a resource created by Kienna Shaw and Lauren BryantMonk
• CATS method (example) by Patrick O’Leary
• The Same Page Tool from Christopher Chinn’s blog
Deeper in the Game

Personality Traits
and More

As you probably know from building fifth edition characters, when you choose a background, you then roll on
or choose from tables for your chosen background to determine your character’s traits, ideals, bonds, and flaws.
These backgrounds are set up a little differently. What
you’ll find ahead is that traits, ideals, bonds, and flaws
aren’t divided by background, but are combined into four
big tables that can apply to all backgrounds. I think it’s
more fun, and leads to richer, more interesting characters
when you’re not steered towards a set of characteristics
based on your background. Make a politician who hates
being the center of attention or an activist who cares more
about personal glory than their cause! Mix and match
these characteristics as you see fit.

Citizen Activist

The system is corrupt. Change will only come if the oppressed come together to resist. Your work may happen
out in the open or perhaps in secret. Work with the GM
to decide what form your activism takes. Maybe you lead
a coalition that lobbies elected officials or nobles for a
change in local law. Perhaps you organize jobs, medical
care, and food for those who need it. You could lead
demonstrations and engage in civil disobedience, distribute literature or tag walls in the city with graffiti that calls
attention to unfair taxation, break people out of jail, or
redistribute wealth.
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GM’s discretion). In a new place, you can quickly figure
out where to go and who to talk to in order to get this
information.

Suggested Characteristics

Citizen activists are people who live and breathe the idea
of being the change they wish to see in the world. Sure,
they’re everyday people who don’t necessarily possess the
resources of those in power or with more privilege and
access, but what they have is a determination to change
things for the better, a deep understanding of how the
common person can affect change, and an optimism or
even just a bit of hope that change is actually possible. See
the tables in the Personal Characteristics section below
for more ideas.

Activist Journalist

You work to expose the harm caused by ruling powers
through journalism. Maybe a local broadsheet or town
crier employs you, or maybe this is how you spend your
free time. Either way, the stories you investigate and report on have an impact on your community and your role
within it.
Skill Proficiencies: Insight, Investigation
Languages: Two of your choice and a journalist shorthand for taking notes
Equipment: A set of common clothes, a scroll that you
use to “map” important relationships between powerful figures in the city, a writing kit (small pouch with
a quill, ink, folded parchment, and a penknife), and a
pouch containing 10 gp

Feature: You Can Trust Me

Skill Proficiencies: Insight, Persuasion
Languages: Two of your choice
Equipment: A seminal text that has influenced your activism, a notebook written in code with your contacts, a
set of common clothes, and a pouch containing 10 gp

Feature: Lay of the Land

As someone who spends their time opposing hegemonic
power, organizing like-minded people to join your cause,
and providing aid to those harmed by the system, you
have an intimate knowledge of the power structures in
your community, as well as how to navigate them. This
includes government bodies, businesses, secret societies,
religious orders, guilds, other activist groups, and any
other faction that holds sway and influence.
You also know who the leaders of these various entities
are, including those who operate clandestinely (at your

You are known in your community as someone who can
be trusted with valuable (potentially explosive) information. Community members—including those who hold
power—may provide you with valuable information in
the hopes that you’ll leak the information or investigate
further. Other times, people may try to keep information
from you or mislead you, which is a form of gathering
information itself!
If you don’t protect your sources and their identities,
there will be consequences (determined by the GM).

Suggested Characteristics

Citizen journalists are determined to uncover the truth—
wherever it’s hidden and no matter how difficult or dangerous it is to get—and bring it into the open. They’re
dogged when they’re pursuing stories and will wade into
unfamiliar or threatening situations to get the information
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Personal Characteristics
The following tables present personality traits, ideals, bonds, and flaws appropriate for any character in a political
intrigue campaign. You can use these with the backgrounds in this article, or swap them with any of the personal characteristics listed in a background from another source.

Personality Traits (Choose Two)
Personality Trait

d20

1

All I need is what I can carry. Possessions are a distraction.

2

I really can’t tolerate “roughing it.” I’ll do anything I can to avoid having to eat, sleep, or spend time in
a place I deem beneath me.

3

I’m a sore loser (and sometimes a sore winner).

4

I idolize a leader or activist from many generations ago. Their work guides me; I think and talk about
them a lot.

5

I love winning arguments so much that I sometimes start them.

6

I feel most confident, powerful, and at ease when I’m given the floor and am addressing a group about
my beliefs.

7

I’ve read every single book I can find about political science and social movements.

8

I have a hard time with idleness; I can’t sit still.

9

If I see that someone needs help, I step in.

10

I love solving puzzles; the harder the better. Societal problems are just big puzzles.

11

I would give someone the shirt off my back if they said they needed it. Or even if they said they liked it.

12

I love being in charge. Few are as cut out to lead, manage, and direct as I am.

13

I was put on this earth to stick it to the System, and that’s what I’ll do.

14

There’s basically nothing I don’t have an opinion on.

15

As far as I am concerned, strangers are just friends you haven’t met yet.

16

I cry easily.

17

I’ve never met a paradigm I didn’t want to subvert.

18

I love getting attention for my work and achievements.

19

I am drawn to rebels and iconoclasts even if their beliefs differ from mine.

20

I hate being the center of attention. I crave anonymity.
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